New England Wrestling Association Dual Meet Tournament
Headlock for Hunger
1/23/2016

Third Round

Championship Round

#1 Roger Williams (RWU) 31 vs. #4 Wesleyan (WES) 9
125 Nicholas Barbaria (RWU) WBD Dylan Jones (WES) D 3-1
133 Jean-Luc Lemieux (RWU) WBD Frank Crippen (WES) D 3-2
141 Justin Cochran (RWU) WBD James Matias (WES) D 6-1
149 Danny Downes (RWU) WBD Carter Armendarez (WES) D 6-2
157 Chris Siracusa (WES) WBD Carter Merecki (RWU) D 6-1
165 Alec Golner (RWU) WBD Roy Forys (WES) M 11-3
174 Dan Ressler (RWU) WBD Taran Carr (WES) D 9-6
184 Joseph Russo (RWU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
197 Isaiah Bellamy (WES) WBF Adam Patsun (RWU) F 1:04
285 Jake Kruger (RWU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR

#2 Johnson & Wales (JWU) 24 vs. #3 Williams (WIL) 15
125 Jay Albis (JWU) WBD Matt Morris (WIL) M 8-0
133 Joe Ferinde (JWU) WBD Ben Morton (WIL) D 8-3
141 Gabe Corrochano (WIL) WBD Justin Colon (JWU) D 6-4
149 Thomas Grippi (JWU) WBD Jake Savoca (WIL) M 15-5
157 Joey Gaccione (JWU) WBF Jorge Lopez (WIL) F 5:35
165 Tim Garripoli (WIL) WBD James Ryan (JWU) D 5-3
174 Stephen Jarrell (JWU) WBD Martin Strenk (WIL) D 8-1
184 Chris Chorzepa (WIL) WBF Tyler Cassese (JWU) F 1:30
197 Anthony Brooks (WIL) WBD Andrew Cavanaugh (JWU) D 11-4
285 Khamri Thomas (JWU) WBD Sebastian Dziadkiewicz (WIL) M 10-2

Consolation Round

#5 Springfield (SPR) 30 vs. #8 Norwich (NOR) 10
125 Jacob Forsman (NOR) WBD Joel Zambrano (SPR) D 8-2
133 Tyler Keane (SPR) WBD Sean Randles (NOR) M 12-3
141 David Colvin (SPR) WBD Aaron Cox (NOR) TF-5 15-0; 2:48
149 Mark Pinto (SPR) WBD James Duncan (NOR) M 10-2
157 Ben Swanson (NOR) WBD Zach Joseph (SPR) M 18-8
165 Zach Gibson (NOR) WBD Ryan Harty (SPR) D 4-3
174 Connor Sheehan (SPR) WBD Pat McCurdy (NOR) TF-5 20-5; 6:51
184 Brandon Williams (SPR) WBD Donteveous Jones (NOR) M 21-10
197 Seve Burgos (SPR) WBD David Rogers (NOR) D 7-3
285 Irakli Kakauridze (SPR) WBD Satchel Stauffer (NOR) TF-5 15-0; 4:11
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**#6 WPI (WPI) vs. #7 Rhode Island College (RIC) 15**

- 125: Brian Amato (WPI) WBD Saylee Phongsamphanh (RIC) TF-5 18-3; 3:33
- 133: Pat Lacroix (WPI) WBD Stephen Masi (RIC) D 4-3
- 141: Jake Dorman (RIC) WBD Pete Nash (WPI) D 8-5
- 149: Jonathan Costa (RIC) WBD Jack Nigro (WPI) D 10-8
- 157: Graysen DeLuca (WPI) WBD Chris Kelly (RIC) M 11-2
- 165: Justin Marsh (WPI) WBF Ricondo Cole (RIC) F 6:55
- 174: Lucas Muntz (WPI) WBD Vincent Drago (RIC) M 10-2
- 184: Daniel Wensley (WPI) WBF Victor Zabalu (RIC) F 2:46
- 197: Brandon Conrad (RIC) WBF Michael Curtis (WPI) DEF
- 285: John Georges (RIC) WBD Austin Shrewsbury (WPI) D 4-3

**#9 Plymouth State (PSU) vs. #13 Trinity (TRI) 31**

- 125: Joey Aumann (PSU) WBD Drew Saccone (TRI) D 5-1
- 133: Joe Penna (TRI) WBD Greg Zaw (PSU) M 17-4
- 141: Michael Lofrese (TRI) WBF Scott Zimmerman (PSU) F 0:45
- 149: Jack Reilly (TRI) WBD Nick Simeti (PSU) D 4-3
- 157: Nolan Cornu (TRI) WBF Kyle Fletcher (PSU) F 2:14
- 165: John Davis, III (TRI) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
- 174: Matt Froio (PSU) WBD Enrique Loya (TRI) D 4-0
- 184: Justin Montgomery (PSU) WBD Joe Caggiano (TRI) D 9-7
- 197: Bruce McLee (PSU) WBD Mason Sangillo (TRI) D 5-2
- 285: Matt Ferraro (TRI) WBF Alex Cesare (PSU) F 2:17

**#10 Southern Maine (USM) vs. #11 Western New England (WNEU) 28**

- 125: Tim McLinden (WNEU) WBD Casey Abshire (USM) M 11-1
- 133: Joe Miano (WNEU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
- 141: Austin Sisco (WNEU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
- 149: Brendan Weir (USM) WBF Lamont Wallace (WNEU) F 6:52
- 157: Daniel Del Gallo (USM) WBF Anthony Monteiro (WNEU) F 2:01
- 165: CJ Luth (USM) WBF Yuri Gulak (WNEU) F 1:51
- 174: Josh Nelson (WNEU) WBD Aaron Weiss (USM) D 10-7
- 184: Andrew Cole (WNEU) WBF Steven Corio (USM) F 1:38
- 197: Brian Donovan (WNEU) WBD Mark Slusher (USM) D 5-2
- 285: Mike Risti (USM) WBF Oumar Keita (WNEU) F 1:58

### Thirteenth Place Match
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Thirteenth Place Match

#12 Bridgewater State (BSU) 44 vs. #14 Daniel Webster (DWC) 12

125 Dylan Nuttall (BSU) WBD Jo-Jo Morse (DWC) TF-5 18-3; 5:00
133 Andrew Valdina (BSU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
141 Jacob Mullin-Bernstein (BSU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
149 Matt Jiampetti (BSU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
157 Eric Kerr (BSU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
165 Anthony Cote (BSU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
174 Jason Gebara (BSU) WBD Travis Guthrie (DWC) D 12-5
184 Devin Visconti (DWC) WBF Matt Provost (BSU) F 1:02
197 Scott Spillert (BSU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
285 Alex Kane (DWC) WBF FORFEIT F FOR